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Abstract

In this paper we present the main current techniques allowing in-
telligent scene display and exploration. These techniques are based
on estimation of the visual pertinence of a view. Various geometric
criteria, such as number of visible polygons, visible projected area
of the scene, curvature or mesh salience are used to estimate visual
pertinence. Other techniques try to take into account non-geometric
criteria, such as lighting. Current techniques for estimation of vi-
sual pertinence of a view give satisfactory results, even if lighting
parameters are not yet well integrated in estimation process.

Keywords: Visual pertinence of a view, Good point of view, Vir-
tual world exploration, Computer games, Mesh saliency, Lighting.

1 Introduction

More and more complex virtual worlds may nowadays be discov-
ered on the web and it is generally difficult to well understand these
worlds without a tool able to choose a good view for each world
and even to allow to explore it with a virtual camera.

This kind of tools, allowing a good visual understanding of a virtual
world, are based on techniques able to evaluate the pertinence of a
view. The very first of these techniques appeared at the end of the
80’s but their importance was not well understood in their time.

With the fast development of computers capabilities this last
decade, the problem of well understanding complex virtual worlds
becomes more and more crucial and several recent papers try to
take into account this problem.

Even if the real human perception is not perfectly taken into ac-
count with current visual pertinence evaluation techniques, these
techniques give generally results good enough allowing to apply
these techniques in several areas, such as computer games, virtual
museums visiting, molecules visualization or realistic rendering.

How to evaluate the pertinence of a view? What are the main el-
ements to take into account in this evaluation? It is generally ad-
mitted that geometry and topology of a virtual world are important
elements to take into account but the problem is how to do it. The
problem is difficult to resolve because its solution consists to quan-
tify the human perception of an image.

On the other hand, the only knowledge of geometry and topology
of a virtual world is probably not enough to allow precise quantifi-
cation of the human perception. If the virtual world is illuminated,
it is important to take into account illumination of its elements in
evaluation of visual pertinence. Everybody knows that, even if there
are lots of pertinent details in a dark room, no one of them is visi-
ble and it is not pertinent to choose a point of view allowing to see
inside the dark room.

In this paper we will present the main techniques proposed until
now to estimate the visual pertinence of a view for a virtual world,
in order to well understand it. We will also present some ideas to
improve existing techniques. It is supposed here that the camera

always remains outside the scene. The term “visual world” will be
sometimes used to point at a complex scene.

This paper will be organized as follows: In section 2 the main
geometry-based proposed techniques for estimating the visual per-
tinence of a view and for understanding a virtual world will be pre-
sented. In section 3, new techniques based on the concept of view-
point complexity will be presented. In this section, old viewpoint
complexity criteria will be completed with new ones and new meth-
ods for virtual world understanding will be described. In section 4
the notion of mesh salience will be developed. In section 5 we will
propose methods to take into account not only the geometry of a
virtual world but also its lighting, that is the light source placement,
when estimating the visual pertinence of a view. In section 6 con-
clusions on current visual pertinence and virtual world estimation
techniques will be given, as well as some indication on possible
future work.

2 Geometry-based techniques

The very first works in the area of understanding virtual worlds
were published at the end of 80’s and the beginning of 90’s. There
were very few works because the computer graphics community
was not convinced that this area was important for computer graph-
ics. The purpose of these works was to offer the user a help to un-
derstand simple virtual worlds by computing a good point of view.

2.1 Best view computing for single display

Kamada et al. [Kamada and Kawai 1988] consider a position as a
good point of view if it minimizes the number of degenerated im-
ages of objects when the scene is projected orthogonally. A degen-
erated image is an image where more than one edges belong to the
same straight line.

The used method avoids the directions parallel to planes defined by
pairs of edges of the scene.

If L is the set of all the edges of the scene andT the set of unit
normal vectors to planes defined by couples of edges, let’s call~P
the unit vector of the direction of view to be computed. In order
to minimize the number of degenerated images, the angles of the
vector~P with the faces of the scene must be as great as possible.
This means that the angles of the vector~P with the elements ofT
must be as small as possible. The used evaluation function is the
following:

f (~P) = min
~t∈T
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As the purpose is to minimize the angle between~P and~t we must
maximize the angle between these two vectors. So, we must max-
imize the function. To do this, a vector~P which minimizes the
greater angle between itself and the elements ofT must be found.

As the purpose of this method is to decrease the computation cost
of the function f (~P) for all the unit normal vectors, a setE of uni-



formly distributed unit vectors is chosen on the unitary sphere de-
fined at the center of the scene.

The function f (~P) is computed for each element of the setE and
the vector with the maximum value is chosen.

The technique proposed by Kamada is very interesting for a wire-
frame display. However it is not very useful for a more realistic
display. Indeed, this technique does not take into account visibil-
ities of the elements of the considered scene and a big element of
the scene may hide all the others in the final display.

The good point of view computing method proposed by Plemenos
[Plemenos 1991; Plemenos and Benayada 1996] was developed and
implemented in 1987 but it was first published only in 1991.

The good view criterion used by this method is the number of visi-
ble details combined with the projected area of the visible parts of
the scene. More precisely, the importance of a point of view will be
computed using the following equation:

I(V ) =

n
∑

i=1

[

Pi(V )
Pi(V )+1

]

n
+

n
∑

i=1
Pi(V )

r
, (1)

where:

• I(V ) is the importance of the view pointV ,

• Pi(V ) is the projected visible area of the polygon numberi
obtained from the point of viewV ,

• r is the total projected area,

• n is the total number of polygons of the scene.

In this equation,[a] denotes the smallest integer, greater than or
equal toa.

In practice, these measures are computed in a simple manner, with
the aid of graphics hardware using OpenGL [Barral et al. 1999;
Dorme 2001]. A different color is assigned to every face, an image
of the scene is computed using integrated Z-buffer and a histogram
of the image is computed. This histogram gives all information
about the number of visible polygons and visible projected area of
each polygon.

The process used to determine a good point of view works as fol-
lows: The points of view are supposed to be on the surface of a vir-
tual sphere whose the scene is the center. The surface of the sphere
of points of view is divided in 8 spherical triangles (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Sphere divided in 8 spherical triangles.

The best spherical triangle is determined by positioning the camera
at each intersection point of the three main axes with the sphere and
computing its importance as a point of view. The three intersection
points with the best evaluation are selected. These three points on
the sphere determine a spherical triangle, selected as the best one.

The next problem to resolve is selection of the best point of view on
the best spherical triangle. The following heuristic search technique
is used to resolve this problem:A
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Figure 2: Heuristic search of the best point of view by subdivision
of a spherical triangle.

If the vertexA (figure 2) is the vertex with the best evaluation of the
spherical triangleABC, two new verticesE andF are chosen at the
middles of the edgesAB andAC respectively and the new spherical
triangleADE becomes the current spherical triangle. This process
is recursively repeated until the quality of obtained points of view
does not increase. The vertex of the final spherical triangle with the
best evaluation is chosen as the best point of view.

Colin [Colin 1988] proposed a method to compute a good view for
octree models. This method computes the “best” initial spherical
triangle and then the “best” viewpoint is approximately estimated
on the chosen triangle.

Sbert et al. [Sbert et al. 2002] proposed to use information theory in
order to establish an accurate criterion for the quality of a point of
view. A new measure is used to evaluate the amount of information
captured from a given point of view. This measure is calledview-
point entropy. To define it, the authors use the relative area of the
projected faces over the sphere of directions centered in the point
of view.

The viewpoint entropy is then given by the formula:

Hp(X) =
N f

∑
i=0

Ai

At
· log

At

Ai
,

whereN f is the number of faces of the scene,Ai is the projected
area of the facei andAt is the total area covered over the sphere.

The maximum entropy is obtained when a viewpoint can see all the
faces with the same relative projected areaAi/At . The best view-
point is defined as the one that has the maximum entropy.

To compute the viewpoint entropy, the authors use the technique
proposed in [Barral et al. 1999], based on the use of graphics hard-
ware using OpenGL.

The selection of the best view of a scene is computed by measur-
ing the viewpoint entropy of a set of points placed over a sphere



that bounds the scene. The point of maximum viewpoint entropy
is chosen as the best one. Figure 3 presents an example of results
obtained with this method.

Figure 3: Point of view based on viewpoint entropy.

2.2 Virtual World Exploration

When we have to understand a complex virtual world, the knowl-
edge of a single point of view is not enough to understand it. Com-
puting more than one point of view is generally not a satisfactory
solution in most cases because the transition from a point of view
to another one can disconcert the user, especially when the new
point of view is far from the current one. Of course, the knowledge
of several points of view can be used in other areas of computer
graphics, such as image-based modelling and rendering [Vázquez
2003; V́azquez et al. 2002] but it is not suitable for virtual world
understanding. The best solution, in the case of complex virtual
worlds is to offer an automatic exploration of the virtual world by a
camera that chooses its path according to the properties of the world
to understand.

An important problem in automatic virtual world exploration is to
make the camera able to visit the world to explore by using good
points of view and, at the same time, by choosing a path that avoids
brusque changes of direction.

In [Barral et al. 1999; Barral et al. 2000] an initial idea of D. Ple-
menos and its implementations are described. The main principle
of the proposed virtual world exploration technique is that the cam-
era’s movement must apply the following heuristic rules:

• It is important that the camera moves on positions which are
good points of view.

• The camera must avoid fast returns to the starting point or to
already visited points.

• The camera’s path must be as smooth as possible in order to
allow the user to well understand the explored world. A move-
ment with brusque changes of direction is confusing for the
user and must be avoided.

In order to apply these heuristic rules, the next position of the cam-
era is computed in the following way:

• The best point of view is chosen as the starting position for
exploration.

• Given the current position and the current direction of the
camera (the vector from the previous to the current position),
only directions insuring smooth movement are considered in
computing the next position of the camera (figure 4).

• In order to avoid fast returns of the camera to the starting po-
sition, the importance of the distance of the camera from the
starting position must be inversely proportional to path of the
camera from the starting to the current position (figure 5).
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Figure 4: Only 3 directions are considered for a smooth movement
of the camera.
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Figure 5: Distance of the current position of the camera from the
starting point.

Thus, the following evaluation function is used to evaluate the next
position of the camera on the surface of the sphere:

wc =
nc

2
·

(

1+
dc

pc

)

.

In this formula:

• wc is the weight of the current camera position,

• nc is the global evaluation of the camera’s current position as
a point of view,

• pc is the path traced by the camera from the starting point to
the current position,

• dc is the distance of the current position from the starting
point.

Several variants of this technique have been proposed and applied.
In figure 6 one can see an example of exploration of a simple virtual
world representing an office.

Vázquez et al. [V́azquez and Sbert 2003a; Vázquez 2003] use
a similar method for outside and indoor exploration of a virtual
world. They use the viewpoint entropy to compute the pertinence
of a view.



Figure 6: Exploration of a virtual office by incremental outside ex-
ploration.

3 More accurate definition of viewpoint

complexity

Most of the better known methods using the notion of viewpoint
complexity to evaluate the pertinence of a view are based on two
main geometric criteria: number of visible polygons and area of the
projected visible part of the scene. Thus, equation (1) of section 2
is sometimes used to evaluate the viewpoint complexity for a given
scene.

However, even if the methods using these criteria give generally
interesting results, the number of polygons criterion may produce
some drawbacks. Indeed, let us consider a scene made from a single
polygon (see figure 7). This polygon may be subdivided in several
other polygons and, in such a case, the number of visible polygons
will depend on the number of subdivisions of the initial polygon. A
viewpoint complexity evaluation function will give different results
for the same scene, according to its subdivision degree.

(a) A single polygon scene (b) Subdivided scene

Figure 7: The view quality for the same scene and from the same
viewpoint depends on the subdivision level of the scene.

In order to avoid this drawback, another criterion was proposed by
Sokolov et al. [Sokolov and Plemenos 2005; Sokolov et al. 2006],
which takes into account the curvature of the scene. More precisely,
the number of polygon criterion is replaced by the criterion of total
curvature of the scene. In the proposed method, the importance of
a view from a viewpointp is given by the equation:

I(p) = ∑
v∈V (p)
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· ∑
f∈F(p)

P( f ), (2)

where:

• F(p) is the set of polygons visible from the viewpointp,

• P( f ) is the projected area of polygonf ,

• V (p) is the set of visible vertices of the scene fromp,

• α(v) is the set of angles adjacent to the vertexv.

Equation (2) uses the curvature in a vertex (figure 8), that is the sum
of angles adjacent to the vertex minus 2π.

αi

v

Figure 8: Curvature in a vertex.

The main advantage of the proposed criterion is that it is invariant
to any subdivision of the scene elements maintaining the topology.
Another advantage is that it can be extended in order to use the total
integral curvature of curved surfaces.

The best viewpoint is computed by using a data structure, so-called
visibility graph, which allows to associate to every discrete poten-
tial viewpoint on the surface of the surrounding sphere, the visual
pertinence of the view from this viewpoint. Figure 9 shows the best
point of view for a sphere with holes, containing various objects.

XY
Z

Figure 9: Best viewpoint computation for the scene, using the total
curvature criterion instead of the number of polygons one.

The authors also propose a method to compute a pertinent trajec-
tory for off-line exploration of the scene by a virtual camera. The
method usesthe visibility graph structure and a minimal set of view-
points allowing to see all the vertices of the scene is computed in
incremental manner. The main idea is to push the camera towards
unexplored areas. Thus, having a trajectory from the starting point
to the current camera position, the camera is pushed towards perti-
nent viewpoints allowing to see the maximum of not yet seen details



of the scene. To do this, at each step a mass is assigned to each point
of the discrete sphere and to the current position of the camera. The
value of the mass assigned to a viewpoint is chosen according to the
new information brought by the viewpoint. The camera position is
then submitted to the Newton’s law of gravity. The superposition of
gravitational forces for the camera current position is the vector of
movement. Figure 10 shows the camera trajectory for exploration
of the scene of figure 9.

X
Z

Figure 10: Trajectory of the virtual camera for exploring the scene
of figure 9. All the holes of the sphere are visited.

Another method to compute a minimal set of good viewpoints in
order to define a camera trajectory for off-line scene exploration
was proposed by Jaubert et al. [Plemenos et al. 2005; Jaubert et al.
2006]. In this method a sufficient number of viewpoints is com-
puted first and then the minimal set of good viewpoints is created
by successively suppressing viewpoints which do not allow to see
more details than the remaining ones.

4 Mesh saliency

The concept of mesh saliency was introduced in 2005 by Chang Ha
Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2005]. The goal of this concept is to bring
perception-based metrics in evaluation of the pertinence of a view.
According to the authors, a high-curvature spike in the middle of a
largely flat region is perceived to be as important as a flat region in
the middle of densely repeated high-curvature bumps.

Mesh saliency is defined as the absolute difference between the
Gaussian-weighted averages computed in fine and coarse scales.
The following equation resumes the method to compute mesh
saliencyS (v) of a vertexv.

S (v) = |G(C (v),σ)−G(C (v),2σ)|.

In this equationC (v) is the mean curvature of vertexv. G(C (v),σ)
denotes the Gaussian-weighted average of the mean curvature and
is computed by the following equation:

G(C (v),σ) =

∑
x∈N(v,2σ)

C (x)exp[−‖x− v‖2/(2σ2)]

∑
x∈N(v,2σ)

exp[−‖x− v‖2/(2σ2)]
.

N(v,σ) in this equation is the neighborhood for a vertexv and may
be defined as:

N(v,σ) = {x : ‖x− v‖ < σ , x is a mesh point}.

The mesh saliency can be computed at multiple scales. So, the
saliency of a vertexv at a scale leveli is computed by the formula:

Si(v) = |G(C (v),σi)−G(C (v),2σi)|,

whereσi is the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter at scalei.

The authors use mesh saliency to compute interesting points of view
for a scene. The shown examples seem interesting. An important
advantage of the method is that the notion of mesh saliency is de-
fined and may be computed at multiple scales.

5 What about lighting?

What is the lighting problem? There are rather two different prob-
lems which have to be resolved in different manners. The first prob-
lem isabsolute light source placement and the second one istaking
into account light source position.

5.1 Absolute light source placement

The problem is how to compute light source(s) position(s) in or-
der to illuminate a scene in optimal manner. The resolution of this
problem does not depend on the camera position. A good illumina-
tion of the scene should allow easier understanding by the user, if a
camera explores the scene.

In the simple case of a single punctual light source, if only direct
lighting is considered, the problem may be resolved in the same
manner as the camera placement problem. What we have to do is
to look for the best viewpoint from the light source.

In the general case, the problem is much more complex. Avail-
able today methods are not satisfactory. Most of them are based
on inverse lighting techniques, where light source positions are de-
ducted from the expected result. However, methods proposed by
Poulingeas et al. [Jolivet et al. 2002] and Poulin et al. [Poulin and
Fournier 1992; Poulin et al. 1997] are not entirely satisfactory, es-
pecially because it is not easy to well describe and formalize the
expected results.

Design Galleries [Marks et al. 1997] is a general system to compute
parameters for computer graphics but computation is not fully auto-
matic. Another not fully automatic system to compute light source
positions is presented in [Halle and Meng 2003]. The method pre-
sented in [Gumhold 2002] is based on the notion oflight entropy
and automatically computes lighting parameters but results are not
entirely satisfactory without the help of the user.

5.2 Taking into account light source position

Up to now we have considered that the quality of a viewpoint is
based on the geometry of the scene to be seen. However, a scene is
often illuminated and several details, considered important accord-
ing to the scene geometry, may be not visible for a given position
of the light source, because they are shadowed. It is clear that, in
such a case, it is important to take into account lighting in the com-
putation of the quality of view from a viewpoint. If the number



of scene details seen from a point of view is important, lighting of
each visible detail has to be taken into account.

The problem of taking into account light source placement is quite
different from the absolute source placement problem. Here the
purpose is to take into account light source position in order to
compute more precisely the pertinence of a view. The question
to answer is:Given a viewpoint P and a light source position L,
how to compute the pertinence of the view from this viewpoint? The
problem is difficult to resolve in the general case but solutions may
be proposed for some simpler cases.

Thus, V́azquez et al. [V́azquez and Sbert 2003b] have proposed a
perception-based measure of the illumination information of a fixed
view. This measure uses Information Theory concepts. The authors
use with, as unit of information the relative area of each region
whose colour is different from its surrounding.

It is possible to propose a method to compute the pertinence of a
given view, taking into account the position of one (or more) punc-
tual light source for direct lighting. This method is inspired from
the method of viewpoint evaluation used in [Barral et al. 1999]
and [Dorme 2001]. We have already seen that in the method pro-
posed in [Barral et al. 1999] and [Dorme 2001], equation (1) is used
to compute de viewpoint quality. In order to compute information
needed by this equation, OpenGL and its integrated Z-buffer is used
as follows:

A distinct colour is given to each surface of the scene and the dis-
play of the scene using OpenGL allows to obtain a histogram (fig-
ure 11) which gives information on the number of displayed colours
and the ratio of the image space occupied by each colour.

00 25 136 277
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Figure 11: Fast computation of number of visible surfaces and area
of projected viewpoint part of the scene by image analysis.

As each surface has a distinct colour, the number of displayed
colours is the number of visible surfaces of the scene from the cur-
rent position of the camera. The ratio of the image space occupied
by a colour is the area of the projection of the viewpoint part of
the corresponding surface. The sum of these ratios is the projected
area of the visible part of the scene. With this technique, the two
viewpoint complexity criteria are computed directly by means of an
integrated fast display method.

Let us suppose that equation (1) is used to compute the quality of a
point of view when only the geometry of the scene is used. In order
to get an accurate estimation of the quality of view of a polygon of
the scene from a given point of view it is important to integrate the
quality of lighting of this polygon. A simple method to do this is
to consider the angle of lighting from the light source to, say, the
center of the polygon and to introduce the cosine of this angle in
equation (1).

In practice we can use two Z-buffers, one from the point of view and
one from the light source and approximate the cosine of the angle

with the projected area of the polygon from the light source position
(figure 12). For example, in equation (1), the considered visible
projected area for a polygon will be de average value between the
really visible projected area and the visible projected area if the
light source position is taken as the center of projection. That is,
the number of pixels corresponding to the colour of the polygon
of the first Z-buffer will be added to the corresponding number of
pixels of the second Z-buffer and divided by 2.

Viewpoint Z-bu�er
Light Z-bu�er

Sene

Figure 12: Two Z-buffers to estimate the quality of a viewpoint
taking into account lighting of the scene.

This method may be easily generalized forn punctual light sources.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we have presented the main current methods allowing
intelligent scene display and exploration. The choice of camera
position for a single display or of successive camera positions for
scene exploration is based on the notion of visual pertinence of a
view.

The purpose of all these methods is to use heuristics allowing to
approximate the human perception of a picture, in order to choose
interesting views of a scene. In all these methods it is supposed that
the camera remains outside the scene.

Most of the presented methods take into account only the geometry
of the scene to be displayed or explored. For these methods the most
important criterion of visual pertinence is the number of visible de-
tails (polygons, curvatures), combined with the visible projected
area of these details.

Some other methods try to take into account lighting parameters in
order to, either choose a good lighting for a scene or allow more
precise evaluation of the visual pertinence of a view by using these
parameters together with scene geometry.

Geometry-based methods currently give good results whereas
methods using lighting parameters are not yet entirely satisfac-
tory. However we think that research on influence of lighting or
other non-geometric parameters to the human perception, as well
as modelling of these parameters, is a very exciting research area
and should allow to obtain very interesting results.

Results of such techniques may have interesting industrial applica-
tions. We are particularly interested in their use in computer games
applications.
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